
As many new homeowners know, buying and maintaining a home is not 
for the faint of heart...with repairs, leaks, breakdowns, replacements, there 
is always a ‘to do’ list. 
In March 2017, the Zimmer family purchased their home along a busy 
Boston area highway. They knew a top priority on their  ‘to do’ list was to 
mitigate the intrusive highway noise, as the only way to talk to each other 
in the backyard was yelling.
They started researching options, with one contractor quoting $15,000 
using 4’  footings; but figuratively ran into many walls because the local 
building code department wanted stamped engineering plans and they 
couldn’t find an engineer willing to take the project with a twelve foot 
high wall design.
Their research finally led them to StoneTree Precast Concrete Fencing 
Systems and Jonathan Cardinal of AJ Foss & Company, Farmington, 
NH. Jonathan recommended Delta Specialty Precast Engineers where 
Director, Daryl Burns accepted the project.
The Delta design consisted of 30 total panels, (22) 6’x15’x5” to make a  
12’ x135’ wall at the back of the property, (along the highway) and  
(8) 8’x15’x5” to run 75’ on each side of the property. In order to support 
the panels, 17’ steel beams were needed, requiring 8’ deep footers, with 
an 18” diameter opening for the eight foot walls and a 24” diameter 
opening for the 12’ walls. The drawings were completed in August of 
2017 and submitted.
With the submission, the owners thought their project would finally get 
started, but because their property bordered a stream, the stream was 
deemed wetlands, necessitating the Conservation Commission to review 
the plans, schedule a public hearing and notify all impacted residents. 
The Zimmers had to hire a wetlands consultant, perform additional site 
and survey work. All permits to construct the wall were finally granted in 
December 2017.
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With the design complete, the permits in hand and the precast manufacturer chosen, there were just a few more hurdles to overcome. 
First...mother nature took over, as the precast manufacturing process would have to wait until spring. Second...it wasn’t easy to find a 
contractor who had the willingness to install eight foot footings with 18 and 24 inch diameter openings. Fortunately, a contractor was 
found who said he was ‘up for the challenge’, with final panel installation completed by AJ Foss & Company in July 2018. 
After a year and a half of research, design, permitting, surveying, construction, and landscaping, the Zimmers are pleased to have 
created a backyard oasis for the entire family to enjoy. They can now hear the crickets, talk to each other without yelling and have 
improved the quality of their lives by lowering the decibel level.


